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Abstract
To schedule n jobs on m parallel machines with the minimum total cost is the parallel machine
scheduling (PMS) problem. Generally, there is a hypothesis: a job cannot be processed on two
machines simultaneously if preemption is allowed. When the processing requirement of a job
is considered as the demand of a product, jobs can be split arbitrarily to continuous sublots
and processed independently on m machines. So, we can discuss PMS under a hypothesis: any
part of a job can be processed on two dierent machines at the same time, and we call it
PMS with splitting jobs. In this paper, we rst present some simple cases which are polynomial
solvable. Furthermore, a heuristic ML and its worst-case analysis are shown for P=split=Cmax with
independent job setup times. The worst-case performance ratio of ML is within 74 −1=m (m>2).
? 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Parallel machine scheduling (PMS) is to schedule jobs processed on a series of
same function machines with the optimized objective. Suppose that m machines Mi (i=
1; : : : ; m) process n jobs Jj (j=1; : : : ; n). The following data may be specied for each
job Jj,
 processing requirement pj,
 the processing time of job Jj on Mi is pij,
 due date dj,
 completion time Cj,
 lateness Lj = Cj − dj,
 tardiness Tj =maxf0; Cj − djg,
 the unit penalty Uj = 0, if Cj − dj60; Uj = 1 otherwise,
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 the maximum completion time, or makespan Cmax = max16j6n Cj,
 the maximum lateness Lmax = max16j6n Lj,
 the weight !j.
Lawler et al. [10] gave a three-eld classication ==.
  describes machine environment,  2 fP;Q; Rg.
= P: identical parallel machines: pij = pj for all Mi,
= Q: uniform parallel machines: pij = pj=ri for a given speed ri of Mi,
=R: unrelated parallel machines: pij =pj=rij for given job-dependent speeds rij
of Mi.
  describes job characteristics,  2 f; pmtng.
 = pmtn: preemption is allowed, the processing of any operation may be inter-
rupted and resumed at a later time,
 = : no preemption is allowed.
  describes optimality criteria. In general,  2 fCmax; Lmax;
P
Cj;
P
Uj;
P
Tj;P
!jCj;
P
!jUjg.
Almost all researchers studied PMS problems under the hypothesis that each job
can be processed on at most one machine at a time although preemption is allowed.
Lawler et al. [10] gave a comprehensive review about PMS in a classication of regu-
lar performance, like minimizing sum criteria, minimizing maximum criteria and prece-
dence constraints. In 1990, Cheng and Sin [2] also gave a comprehensive review on
PMS problems according to the viewpoints: completion-time-based, due-date-based and
ow-time-based performance measures. Lam and Xing [7] gave a short review of new
developments of PMS associated with the problems of just-in-time (JIT) productions,
preemption with setup and capacitated machine scheduling.
When the processing requirement is considered as a total demand of a product in
production planning, we can split it arbitrarily on the machines so as to nish the
processing of all demands as soon as possible. Potts and Van Wassenhove [14] referred
to this process as lotstreaming or lotsizing and the split parts as continuous sublots.
Throughout this paper, we refer to sublots as the split parts. This splitting problem
also takes place in parallel computation of the multiprocessor computer system. These
motivate us to study the problems and algorithms for it. In this case the hypothesis
that each job cannot be processed on two dierent machines at the same time is
circumvented [7,14] and we denote the job characteristic as  = split to distinguish it
from  = pmtn.
Serani [15] has studied a scheduling problem that arises in the production of dier-
ent types of fabric in a textile industry. The problem he studied also has the peculiar
feature that each job can be split arbitrarily and processed independently on the ma-
chines and the objective is to minimize the maximum tardiness and the maximum
weighted tardiness in case the jobs have been assigned dierent weights. Serani gave
some polynomials for this problem in the cases of uniform machines and unrelated
machines.
In this paper, we present some simple cases of splitting PMS which are polynomial
solvable in Section 2. In Section 3, we provide a heuristic ML for P=split=Cmax in the
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case where the setup times of jobs are independent, which has a worst-case performance
ratio within 74 − 1=m (m>2).
2. Polynomial solvable cases
In this section, we study the splitting PMS without setup times, and the optimality
criteria studied are  2 fCmax; Lmax;
P
Cj;
P
Uj;
P
Tj;
P
!jCj;
P
!jUjg. The polyno-
mial solvable cases and the algorithms are based on the following lemmas.
Lemma 1. For any optimality criterion of  2 fCmax; Lmax;
P
Cj;
P
Uj;
P
Tj;
P
!jCj;P
!jUjg; there exists an optimal schedule such that m machines complete simulta-
neously whenever = P;Q; R.
Proof. We suppose that there exists an optimal schedule such that m machines do
not complete simultaneously, and J is the job which has the maximum completion
time. So, we can split job J and assign the sublots of job J to other machines. By
this procedure, the completion time of any job is not increasing. Hence, any value of
 would not increase. Repeating this procedure, we get another optimal schedule in
which m machines complete simultaneously.
2.1. = P;Q
By Lemma 1, we get the following results. For P=split=Cmax, the maximum com-
pletion time of any schedule is at least (1=m)
Pn
j=1 pj. McNaughton’s algorithm [11]
meets this bound in O(n) time. For Q=split=Cmax, the maximum completion time of
any schedule is at least
Pn
j=1 pj=
Pm
i=1 ri. McNaughton’s algorithm [11] also meets this
bound in O(n) time.
Now, we present an important Lemma 2. By this lemma, the splitting PMS can be
converted to the single-machine scheduling whenever = P;Q.
Lemma 2. For any optimality criterion of  2 fCmax; Lmax;
P
Cj;
P
Uj;
P
Tj;
P
!jCj;P
!jUjg; and whenever  2 fP;Qg; there exists an optimal schedule; such that each
job is split into m sublots and these m sublots are assigned to m machines; respectively;
with the same start time and completion time on the m machines.
Proof. We prove Lemma 2 by changing any optimal schedule to a new optimal sched-
ule based on which any value of  never increases, if Cj does not increase for any job
j in the new schedule.
If a job J on machine M is split by a sublot set A and the sublots of J are P1 and
P2 (suppose that P1 is assigned before P2), we can interchange A and P1 such that J
is not split on this machine. After this interchange, no completion time Cj is increased.
So, we suppose that each job is processed on a machine without interruption.
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Suppose that P1 is a sublot set on machine M1 and P2 is another sublot set on
machine M2, and the processing requirement of P1 on machine M1 is equal to the
processing requirement of P2 on machine M2. Because the speed of any machine does
not depend on the jobs whenever  = P;Q, we can interchange P1 and P2, such that
P1 is assigned to machine M2 and P2 is assigned to machine M1, without changing the
completion time of any machine.
Denote the machine with makespan as M and let job J be scheduled last on M .
For other machines, we can move the sublots of job J (if existing) to the last without
increasing the completion time of any job. By a simple interchange of jobs, we can
split job J into m sublots and each machine, respectively, processes a sublot of job J
with the same processing time. So, job J is assigned to m machines and the m sublots
of J are started and nished simultaneously on m machines. Also, the interchange does
not increase the completion time of any job.
For the other n−1 jobs, we can repeat the discussion of job J and get the conclusion
of Lemma 2.
By Lemma 2, P=split=Lmax and Q=split=Lmax can be converted to 1= =Lmax, any
sequence is optimal that puts the jobs in the order of nondecreasing due dates [5].
P=split=
P
!jCj and Q=split=
P
!jCj can be converted to 1= =
P
!jCj, the optimal
schedule is to put the jobs in order of nondecreasing ratios pj=!j [16]. P=split=
P
Uj
and Q=split=
P
Uj can be converted to 1= =
P
Uj, we get the optimal solution by
the following algorithm: jobs are added to the set of on-time jobs in order of non-
decreasing due dates, and if the addition of Jj results in this job being completed
after dj, the scheduled job with the largest processing time is marked to be late and
removed [13].
We can easily prove that 1=split=
P
!jUj and 1=split=
P
Tj are both NP-hard, since
1=pmtn=
P
!jUj and 1=pmtn=
P
Tj are NP-hard [8,10].
We get the following theorem by the discussion above.
Theorem 1. There exist polynomial algorithms for the problems of splitting PMS
without job setup times when  2 fCmax; Lmax;
P
Cj;
P
Uj;
P
!jCjg and  2 fP;Qg.
P=split=
P
!jUj; Q=split=
P
!jUj; P=split=
P
Tj and Q=split=
P
Tj are NP-hard.
2.2. = R
R=split=Cmax and R=split=Lmax can be formulated as linear programming problems
similar to those in [9]. As linear programming can be polynomially solved [6], R=split=
Cmax and R=split=Lmax are both polynomial solvable.
We present the linear programming problem of R=split=Cmax as follows:
minCmax
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s:t:
mX
i=1
tij
pij
= 1; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n;
nX
j=1
tij = Cmax; i = 1; 2; : : : ; m;
tij>0:
In this formulation, tij represents the total time spent by Jj on Mi.
Suppose that d16d26   6dn; t(1)ij represents the total time spent by Jj on Mi in
the interval [0; d1+Lmax]; t
(k)
ij represents the total time spent by Jj on Mi in the interval
[dk−1 + Lmax; dk + Lmax]. The linear programming problem of R=split=Lmax is
min Lmax
s:t:
mX
i=1
jX
k=1
t(k)ij
pij
= 1; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n;
nX
j=1
t(1)ij = d1 + Lmax; i = 1; 2; : : : ; m;
nX
j=k
t(k)ij = dk − dk−1; i = 1; 2; : : : ; m; k = 2; 3; : : : ; n;
t(k)ij >0:
3. Heuristics of P=split=Cmax with setups
The problem of splitting scheduling with independent setup times on identical parallel
machines to minimize the makespan (P=split=Cmax) is stated as follows. n jobs are to
be scheduled on m (>2) identical parallel machines. For any j (16j6n), job Jj is
available for processing at time zero and has a positive processing requirement pj.
Splitting is permitted and a setup time sj is incurred when Jj is processed rst on a
machine or when the machine switches from processing another job to Jj. Our objective
is to nd a schedule which minimizes the maximum completion time or makespan
under the hypothesis: any part of a job can be processed on two dierent machines
simultaneously when the job is split. Xing and Zhang [17] showed that this problem
is NP-hard.
P=split=Cmax with job setup times is a variant of P=pmtn=Cmax with batch setup times
[12]. We also use the notations CHmax as the makespan when the jobs are scheduled
using a heuristic H and Cmax as the makespan of an optimal schedule. If, whatever the
problem data, CHmax6RC

max for a specied constant R, where R is as small as possible,
the R is called the worst-case performance ratio of heuristic H . The eectiveness
of dierent heuristics for a problem may be assessed by comparing their worst-case
performance ratios [3,4].
For P=pmtn=Cmax with batch setup times, any part of a job cannot be processed on
dierent machines at the same time although preemption is allowed. In this case, we
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have sb + pjb6Cmax for any job Jj of batch b (where pjb is the processing time of
job Jj belonging to batch b). Clearly, for each batch b
sb + pb6Cmax (1)
is satised when each batch contains only a single job, where pb is the total processing
time of batch b. When (1) holds, Monma and Potts [12] proposed a largest-setup-time
list scheduling and splitting heuristic (LSU) which has the worst-case performance
ratio maxf 32 − 1=(4m − 4); 53 − 1=mg, Chen [1] also proposed a largest-batch-time list
scheduling and splitting heuristic (LBT) which has the worst-case performance ratio
maxf3m=(2m+1); (3m−4)=(2m−2)g. When (1) does not hold for some batch b, a large
batch splitting heuristic (LBS) has the worst-case performance ratio 2− 1=([m=2] + 1)
[12].
For P=split=Cmax with job setup times, a batch b is considered as a job j, therefore (1)
may not hold for some job j. Basically, we can modify heuristic LBS of P=pmtn=Cmax
with batch setup times to P=split=Cmax with job setup times, but the modied heuristic
has the same worst-case performance ratio as the original one’s [17]. Xing and Zhang
[17] also proposed a heuristic L which has the worst-case performance ratio 2−2=(m+
1). In this section, we propose a better heuristic using the maximum completion time
estimation procedure and set-up-time list scheduling (ML) for P=split=Cmax with setup
times which has the worst-case performance ratio not greater than 74 − 1=m (m>2).
3.1. Heuristic ML
The basic idea of heuristic ML is: to convert the original problem to a new problem
by using the maximum completion time estimation (MCTE [12]) procedure, such that
(1) is satised for the new problem; then, to use the modied heuristic LSU [12,17]
on the new problem. We start by presenting the modied heuristic LSU (we still call
it LSU in this paper).
Step 1: List the jobs in nonincreasing order of setup times. Set Li =0 for 16i6m.
Step 2: Select a machine i for which Li is as small as possible. Choose the rst
unscheduled job j of the list, and assign it to machine i. Set Li = Li + sj +pj. Repeat
Step 2 until all jobs are scheduled.
Step 3: Relabel the machines so that Li−16Li for 26i6m. Set i = 1; i0 = m, and
CLSUmax = 0.
Step 4: Consider the last job j that is assigned to machine i0. If Li+sj>Li0 , then set
CLSUmax =Li0 and stop. Otherwise, assign to machine i any processing that occurs after time
(Li+ sj +Li0)=2 on machine i0. Set Ti=Ti0 =(Li+ sj +Li0)=2; CLSUmax =maxfCLSUmax ; Ti0g.
If i0 − i = 2, set CLSUmax = maxfCLSUmax ; Li−1g; If i0 − i = 1 or Li0−16CLSUmax , then stop.
Otherwise set i = i + 1; i0 = i0 − 1 and go to Step 4.
Details of our heuristic ML are given now. The idea of ML is from Monma and
Potts’s procedure MCTE [12].
Step 1: Set TML=
Pn
j=1(sj + pj); q
(1)
j = 1 (16j6n); C
ML
max =1; t = 1; T0 = 1.
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Step 2: Split each job j into q(t)j equal sublots. So, there are
Pn
j=1 q
(t)
j sublots. For
a sublot k (16k6
Pn
j=1 q
(t)
j ), if it comes from original job j, then it has setup time
sk = sj and processing time pk =pj=q
(t)
j . For the
Pn
j=1 q
(t)
j sublots, we get C
(t)
max =CLSUmax
by using LSU. If CMLmax>C
(t)
max, then set T0 = t and memory q
(T0)
j (16j6n) and the
corresponding LSU schedule. Set CMLmax = minfCMLmax; C(t)maxg.
Step 3: Select the job j for which sj+pj=q
(t)
j is the largest. If sj+pj=q
(t)
j >TML=m,
let q(t+1)j = q
(t)
j + 1; q
(t+1)
l = q
(t)
l (l 6= j); TML= TML+ sj; t = t + 1, and go to Step 2.
Otherwise denote T = t, output C(T0)max , the memorized schedule at iteration T0 and then
stop.
Remark. In the heuristic ML, the nal output is the memorized schedule at iteration
T0 and it is easy to show T6m.
3.2. Worst-case analysis of ML
Our main result is
CMLmax
Cmax
6
7
4
− 1
m
(m>2):
Lemma 3. There exists an iteration  (166T ) in ML; such that sj+pj=q
()
j 6C

max;
q()j 6q

j ; for each original job j (16j6n); and
nX
j=1
(q()j sj + pj)=m6C

max;
where qj is the number of setups in the optimal schedule for each original job j.
Proof. A lower bound from the average machine load is
nX
j=1
(qj sj + pj)=m6C

max: (2)
By considering the minimum time required to process any original job j, for 16j6n,
we have
sj + pj=qj6C

max: (3)
Case 1: q(T )j 6q

j holds for any original job j when ML terminates. By the stop
criterion of ML, we have
sj + pj=q
(T )
j 6TML=m=
nX
j=1
(q(T )j sj + pj)=m: (4)
We obtain from (2) and q(T )j 6q

j that
nX
j=1
(q(T )j sj + pj)=m6C

max: (5)
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So, from (4) and (5) we have
sj + pj=q
(T )
j 6C

max: (6)
The inequations (5), (6) and q(T )j 6q

j give the required results.
Case 2: There exists an iteration  + 1 such that q(+1)j >q

j for an original job j.
We assume that j0 is corresponding to the rst iteration which satises q
(+1)
j0 >q

j0
and q()j0 = q

j0 . Since q

j>1, we have >1.
Considering the iteration , we have
q()j 6q

j (7)
for any original job j, and q()j0 = q

j0 . Hence, we obtain from (3) that
sj0 + pj0 =q
()
j0 = sj0 + pj0 =q

j06C

max: (8)
Since we select job j0 for which sj + pj=q
()
j is the largest in Step 3 of ML, for any
original job j, we have
sj + pj=q
()
j 6sj0 + pj0 =q
()
j0 : (9)
Combining (8) and (9), we then have
sj + pj=q
()
j 6C

max (10)
for any original job j. We obtained from (2) and q()j 6q

j for all j (16j6n) such
that
nX
j=1
(q()j sj + pj)=m6
nX
j=1
(qj sj + pj)=m6C

max: (11)
Therefore, (7), (10) and (11) give the required results.
From now on, we consider the iteration  which satises Lemma 3. Suppose that
C()max can be attained on machine r0, where r0>[(m+1)=2]. Let r=m− r0+1, and let
the sublot k0 be scheduled last on machine r0 by using LSU (we relabel the
Pn
j=1 q
()
j
new jobs as 1; 2; : : : ; N; where N =
Pn
j=1 q
()
j ). For 16k6N , if a sublot k comes from
an original job j, then sk=sj; pk=pj=q
()
j . Let L
0
r0=Lr0 −sk0−pk0 , and let =Lr−L0r0 ,
where Li is dened in Step 3 of LSU for all i (16i6m). Clearly, >0.
From Lemma 3, we know that sk0 +pk06C

max. Hence we have the following result:
Corollary 1. If k0 is the only job processed on machine r0; then C
()
max = Cmax.
Lemma 4. If machine r0 processes at least two sublots; then sk06C

max=2.
Proof. If sk0>C

max=2, then there are at least m + 1 original jobs which have setup
times strictly greater than Cmax=2. By Lemma 3, q
()
j 6q

j for any original job j, we
get that there are at least m + 1 setups each of which requires a time that exceeds
Cmax=2 in the optimal schedule. It is impossible. So sk06C

max=2.
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Lemma 5. For any m>2 we have
(i) if r = r0 or if r < r0 and >pk0 ; then
C()max − Cmax6
m− r
m
sk0 +
r − 1
m
pk0 ; (12)
(ii) if r < r0 and <pk0 ; then
C()max − Cmax6
m− r
m
sk0 +
m− 2r
2m
pk0 +
4r − 2− m
2m
: (13)
Proof. Similar to Lemma 3:1 in [1].
Theorem 2. CMLmax=C

max6
7
4 − 1=m (m>2).
Proof. We only need to prove that
C()max
Cmax
6
7
4
− 1
m
since C()max>CMLmax = C
(T0)
max . By Corollary 1, we only consider the case where there are
at least two sublots on machine r0.
Case 1: If r = r0 or if r < r0 and >pk0 , noticing that sk06C

max=2 and pk06C

max
− sk0 ,we obtain from (12) that
C()max − Cmax6
m− r
m
sk0 +
r − 1
m
(Cmax − sk0 )
=
m− 2r + 1
m
sk0 +
r − 1
m
Cmax
6
m− 2r + 1
2m
Cmax +
r − 1
m
Cmax
=
m− 1
2m
Cmax:
Hence
C()max
Cmax
6
3m− 1
2m
6
7
4
− 1
m
(m>2): (14)
We consider the case where r < r0 and <pk0 in the remaining part of the proof.
Case 2: 4r − 2− m>0. Combining (13) and <pk0 , we have
C()max − Cmax6
m− r
m
sk0 +
m− 2r
2m
pk0 +
4r − m− 2
2m
pk0
=
m− r
m
sk0 +
r − 1
m
pk0 :
This case is similar to Case 1.
Case 3: 4r − 2− m< 0. Noticing that >0 and (13), we have
C()max − Cmax6
m− r
m
sk0 +
m− 2r
2m
pk0 : (15)
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Substituting pk06C

max − sk0 into (15) and noticing that sk06Cmax=2, we obtain
C()max − Cmax6
m− r
m
sk0 +
m− 2r
2m
(Cmax − sk0 )
=
m
2m
sk0 +
m− 2r
2m
Cmax
6
1
4
Cmax +
1
2
Cmax −
r
m
Cmax: (16)
From (16) and r>1, we have
C()max
Cmax
6
7
4
− 1
m
(m>2): (17)
Now, we complete our proof of Theorem 2 by (14) and (17).
4. Concluding remarks
This paper extends preemptive parallel machine scheduling to splitting parallel ma-
chine scheduling. We circumvent the hypothesis for preemptive PMS: each job cannot
be processed on two machines at the same time. Alternatively, we regard the problem
as a lotsizing problem in production planning, then the hypothesis is considered: any
part of a job can be processed on two dierent machines at the same time.
We give some polynomial algorithms for the problems of splitting PMS prob-
lems with various optimality criteria in the case where setup times are not consid-
ered. We also analyze the heuristic ML for the problem of splitting scheduling with
setup times on m identical parallel machines to minimize the maximum completion
time (P=split=Cmax with setup times), which has a worst-case ratio not greater than
7
4 − 1=m(m>2). The tight bound of ML provides an interesting open question.
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